
 

Blasting technology reduces lightning strike risk

Besides the inherent risks of blasting at opencast mines and quarries to life and productivity, lightning also poses a danger
to personnel and equipment.

According to Tony Rorke, technical director of explosives company, BME, standard procedures to protect workers – by
requiring them to clear the blast area under certain weather conditions – could be improved by recent technologies.

Prediction technology

“The electrostatic potential that builds up in the ground before and during a thunderstorm is a good indicator of a likely
strike in or around the affected area,” says Rorke. “Sensors can be arrayed around a pit to measure this potential and
provide a reliable prediction of when, where and how large a strike will be; these systems rely on measuring the charge in
the ground, which rises when the risk of a strike increases.”

Combined with storm direction trends and strike patterns, this prediction technology gives mines an advance warning that is
useful for raising the alert level. The two strategies work well when employed hand-in-hand and can improve safety while
minimising lost time.

“Importantly, these systems are better at picking up some of the most dangerous kinds of lightning strikes – such as
positive cloud-to-ground lightning bolts – which can strike anywhere within several kilometres of the anvil of the
thunderstorm,” he said. “Often, they are experienced in areas where the sky is clear or only slightly cloudy – hence their
being named ‘bolts from the blue’.”

Portable devices and weather bureaux

Traditional systems for detecting lightning include small portable devices that measure the raised electrostatic activity and
thus provide an indication of nearby lightning. Carried by blasting foremen, they rely on a subjective decision on whether to
withdraw people to safety or not.
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There are also services provided by weather bureaux, using a country-wide network of sensors that can detect and locate
every lightning strike that occurs. This allows tracking of storm speeds and directions as well as the strike energy of each
strike, allowing mines to be warned of possible approaching thunderstorms.

This can result in over-conservative reaction, leading either to the warnings being ignored (which negatively affects safety)
or excessive work stoppages (which undermines productivity).

“Both the portable units and the weather services rely on detecting strikes rather than predicting strikes,” says Rorke, “and
they do not predict the dangerous positive strikes that usually occur ahead of a storm or at the trailing end.”

Electronic detonators

Predicting positive lightning strikes is particularly important, he says, as their substantial power is likely to initiate explosives
charges – be they detonator, booster or bulk column charges – in blast-holes. However, technological advances have been
made on the field of detonators, which can enhance site safety and help manage lightning risk.

“The most significant of these improvements relate to the progress from electric to electronic detonators,” he says. “Electric
detonators are particularly prone to electric currents and will almost certainly initiate from a nearby or direct lightning strike
as they have no protection barriers against surge currents.”

These detonators have incoming leads connected directly to the fusehead, and must not be used in mines during lightning
season, he warned. Electronic delay detonators, on the other hand, have circuit boards containing a processor, resistors
and electric surge protectors between the incoming leads and the fusehead.

Four protection barriers

“We have invested considerable research and development into our recently released AXXIS GII electronic delay
detonators, which have four protection barriers against surge currents and spikes caused by lightning strikes,” he says.

These are:

“It is therefore less likely that an electronic detonator with similar protection barriers will be initiated by a negative cloud-to-
ground lightning strike,” says Rorke.

Sparking gaps at the plug end of the detonator circuit to divert high voltage currents to ground.
Surge protectors to protect the detonator circuitry against lower voltage spikes that are not grounded via the spark
gaps.
In-line resistors to block high currents from reaching the electronic circuitry; the in-line resistors act as fuses that fail
to open-circuit when subjected to very high currents.
A thermal barrier in the form of a fully encapsulated electronic board inside each detonator; should any component in
the circuit fail at high temperature, the heat is contained by the encapsulating jacket and will not reach the fusehead
or detonator charge.



Such detonators would not necessarily remain functional, though; and when subjected to a strike by the less frequent and
more powerful positive cloud-to-ground strikes, he said it was it was probable that part of the explosives charge in a hole
would initiate.
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